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Description

I would like to use the variable ${ros} to specify some versions of projects/recipes.

History
#1 - 09/09/2016 09:36 AM - J. Moringen
- Category set to Processing Model
- Status changed from New to Feedback

R. Haschke wrote:

I would like to use the variable ${ros} to specify some versions of projects/recipes.

Please provide an example or test case.

#2 - 09/09/2016 09:40 AM - J. Moringen
- Subject changed from variables defined on cmdline or in distribution-context cannot be used in versions section. to Variables defined on cmdline or in 
distribution-context cannot be used in versions section.

#3 - 09/09/2016 01:12 PM - R. Haschke

I used the following snippet:

    "variables": {
        "ros":                "${next-value|indigo}" 
    },

    "versions":  [
        [ "ni-arm-server-ros",     "${ros}"   ]
    ]

build-gen complains that version ${ros} is not available in ni-arm-server-ros.

#4 - 09/09/2016 01:24 PM - J. Moringen

R. Haschke wrote:
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I used the following snippet:

[...]

build-gen complains that version ${ros} is not available in ni-arm-server-ros.

I see. In the current architecture, repository URLs, version names and project references in distributions are not subject to variable expansion.

Do you absolutely need this now? I'm working on grafting the new frontend and data model onto the current generator. Hopefully, that will provide
some of the benefits of the new architecture in the not-too-distant future.

#5 - 09/09/2016 02:31 PM - R. Haschke

Do you absolutely need this now?

No, this is not urgent at all. I just was wondering, why this is not possible. Looks like an obvious feature.

#6 - 09/30/2016 10:48 AM - J. Moringen
- Target version set to 0.8

#7 - 10/25/2016 12:32 PM - J. Moringen
- Target version changed from 0.8 to 0.9

#8 - 02/23/2017 11:32 AM - J. Moringen
- Target version changed from 0.9 to 1.0
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